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IN THIS ISSUE
This newsletter is created primarily by using
tart typing. Note that if the placeholder text
you replace is long, such as for this article, it
might look like the page layout is skewed
when you do this but it is not. The content
that sits lower on the page only moves up
because less content is present when you
begin to replace your own text. As you type
to add your text, content will move back into
position automatically.

Placeholders that remain when
you add text
The title and subtitle placeholders don’t
disappear when you add your own text. They
will look like regular text when printed but
you can see the blue outline and title of the
placeholder when you click in it.
The reason these placeholders remain is that
they are linked to other placeholders that use
the same text. So, when you replace the title
or subtitle placeholder text with your own, it
automatically populates the corresponding
placeholders in the headers and on the back
page mailer.

Replacing pictures
To replace a picture in this template with
your own, select it and then, on the Picture
Tools Format tab, in the Adjust group, click
Change Picture. (Or right-click a photo to
access the Change Picture command.)
The pictures that you see in sidebars, such as
In This Issue at right, are formatted as In Line
With Text so that they sit right in a paragraph
mark and can be formatted as easily as text.
The custom paragraph style named Sidebar
photo applies indent formatting that helps
align the photos perfectly with the other
sidebar content.
Pictures that wrap around some text in
articles throughout the newsletter use text
settings and positioning. Get help for

working with text wrap around pictures later
in this template.

In this issue, S.W.I.F.T. Sisters are
honoring women of African descent
who made significant contributions to
history through their art, music,
writing, speaking, etc. These women
created a path for themselves that
honored their authentic voice. They
are the experts of their experience!
S.W.I.F.T. Sisters are the experts of
their experience and are creative
expressionists who are utilizing the
platforms available to them to share
their story, their journey and their
expertise as women of African
descent.
I hope you enjoy reading these stories
as much as the writers enjoyed
preparing them.
Happy Women’s History Month!
#BlackGirlMagik #MovementSWIFT
#ImmersingInTruth
-TiElla Grimes
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SALUTE to Monica
Moorehead
ING 4

by MyiaX

In 2007, I wrote a poem,
Revolutionary WomYn©, dedicated
to WomYn Activists, Revolutionaries,
Freedom Fighters…
“..Africa-Stewart-GutiérrezMoorehead-Joubert-CeCi- Sis.
McKinney…”

ast

[Lamont Lilly, Monica Moorehead, Teresa
Gutiérrez At the Shabazz Center; Harlem, NY]

Monica Moorehead has been an activist
and organizer for more than four decades. A
member of Workers World Party since 1975,
Moorehead now sits on the Party’s national
secretariat and is a managing editor of
Workers World newspaper. She was WWP’s
candidate for president of the United
States in 1996 and 2000; in 1996 she sought
the nomination of the Peace & Freedom
Party in California.
Born in Alabama during
segregation, Moorehead became politically
active as a teenager in Hampton, Va.,
distributing the Black Panther Party
newspaper. She was banned from her high
school band for refusing to play the racist
song “Dixie.” A graduate of
Hampton Institute [now University],
Moorehead is a former kindergarten teacher.

Moorehead has
represented Workers World Party on many
international solidarity trips including
South Africa, Iraq, Cuba, Nicaragua, North
Korea, South Korea, Puerto Rico, Hawai’i,
France the Dominican Republic and
the Philippines.
From the movements against racism, police
killings and mass incarceration; to the
struggle against imperialist war and
neocolonialism; to solidarity with
Cuba, Palestine, Zimbabwe, the Philippines,
the DPRK, and all peoples struggling for selfdetermination and sovereignty; to the
struggles for women’s and LGBTQ liberation;
to battles for union rights, disability rights,
environmental justice—from local struggles
to international movements,
Monica Moorehead has devoted her entire
life to the great cause of building a better
world.

She is a founding member of Millions
for Mumia of the International Action
Center—an anti-death-penalty project—and
she co-chaired the historic May 7, 2000 rally
of 6,000 people in Madison Square Garden
Theater demanding freedom for political
prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal.

M Monica Moorehead

Moorehead has written extensively on
the prison-industrial complex and anti-racist
issues. She co-authored “Mumia Speaks– An
Interview with Mumia Abu-Jamal.” She
wrote the pamphlet “South Africa—Which
Road to Liberation?” and the essay “What Is
a Nation?” in the book “A Voice from
Harper’s Ferry.” She edited the 2007 book
“Marxism, Reparations and the Freedom
Struggle.”
She is a co-coordinator of the
International Working Women’s Day
Coalition in New York City. She is also an
executive board member of the
International Women’s Alliance—a
global network of women organizers and
women’s organizations that fight
imperialism, racism, sexism and all forms of
oppression.

MyiaX
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Honoring
Amelia
Boynton
by Viergelyn Chery-Reed

Amelia was a Civil Rights Activist and
th
Educator. Born Amelia August 18 , 1911 in
Savannah, Georgia. Amelia has been
respectfully recognized as civil right pioneer
for co-founding black voter registration
drives for African Americans of the United
States. Amelia made headlines in 1965 after
being beaten during civil rights march. A
march congregated to draw national
attention to the Civil Rights Movement. In
1964, Amelia ran for the democratic party in
congress naming her the first black woman
to run for Congress in Alabama. j
1

3
During a historic time in the United States of
America, Amelia championed for rights and
liberties for African
Americans. In 1930’s –
1950’s Amelia cofounded and
established a black
voter’s registration
drive. Her bold passion
and commitment of
the Civil Rights
Movement, paved the way for many civil
rights activist, pioneers and educators to
establish their own voice. In 1990, Amelia
Boynton was awarded the Martin Luther
King Jr. Medal of Freedom for her
contribution.
It is important to remember that as women
of color we face many daily challenges,
oppression and systematic marginalization
that have evolved since the Civil Rights
Movement. The mission is to continue to
educate, activate and establish a system that
is without a doubt loyal of all persons so that

we may be able to live a life with authentic
opportunities in the United States of
America.
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Editors. A&E Networks Television. Web. 23 Feb. 2016.
<http://www.biography.com/people/amelia-boynton-21385459#civil-rightsmovement>.
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HOLTER, LAUREN. "7 Amazing Amelia Boynton Robinson Quotes That
Showcase Just How Extraordinary She Was." Bustle. 28 Aug. 2015. Web. 23 Feb.
2016. <http://www.bustle.com/articles/107043-7-amazing-amelia-boyntonrobinson-quotes-that-showcase-just-how-extraordinary-she-was>.
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Honoring Ms. Nina
Simone
by Farah S. Jeune

Nina Simone born Eunice Kathleen Waymon
on February 21, 1933 – Tryon, North Carolina
–USA. Is an artist, who has made significant
contributions to history by mixing an array of
musical genres (from Classical, Jazz, Blues,
Folk, R&B, Gospel, and Pop) to a global
audience. Starting as a pianist at the age of 3
years old in church, Nina would later grow up
to compose and write her own music. Her
music, known for its catchy & snap-worthy
tunes was nourishment to the soul.
As Nina successfully reached the glass ceiling
through the success of her powerful music,
she refused to get comfortable. During the
1960’s, America saw a demanded for political
and social change. For black Americans, the
civil rights movement was their gateway to
achieving freedom, justice and the end of
legalized racial segregation. Nina Simone
who experienced racism throughout her life
decided to utilize her platform as a tool for
social change. See, soul music to Nina was
about expressing the fear, anger, greed, love,
oppression, sadness and insecurities of the
soul. Her fans were use to those raw
emotions throughout Nina’s musical styles
but particularly for African Americans who

weren’t allowed to fully live
but survive in a country they
helped built, Nina shared
their diaries to the world.
“Why you wanna fly
blackbird you ain’t ever gonna fly
No place big enough for holding all the tears
you’re gonna cry
Cause your mama’s name was “lonely” and
your daddy’s name was “Pain”
And they call you little sorrow cause you’ll
never love again”
(Blackbird, Nina Simone – 1966)
For all who were forced or too afraid to be
vocal, Nina gave them a voice. Thorough her
art, she was able to be an activist for the
silenced. She was able to reach the masses
with the messages of the oppressed and
through her audacious spirit she made
history. This is what I admire most about this
queen as an artist.

She was fearless even when she didn’t feel
like she was. She was expressive, bold,
unapologetic and beautiful thorough every
verse, tune, hairstyle, ensemble, essence of
her soul. To me, that is what will continue to
not only make her a inspirational figure in
history but a legend whose words and spirit
will live on for eternity. Even now as an
ancestor, her influence will never fade in pop
culture. What I also love is Nina is seen more
than just another talented sister from the way
but a human who broke through all those
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Conintued Honor of Ms. Nina Simone
by Farah S. Jeune
those limitations and barriers throughout her
life and open the doors for others to follow.
She is a queen. Through all the risks and
battles she went through, one thing that you
can always say was that Nina was authentic
and like us, she searched for freedom in
every form.
“I’ll tell you what freedom is to me, no
fear,” (Nina Simone – 1970 interview)
I hope that she ultimately found that haven
and knows that for many fans around the
globe, she gave us freedom.

4

Doodle Me Some Simone
I created the doodle on Ms. Nina Simone. This
year I took the challenge of doodling everyday.
This doodle of Nina Simone has to be one of my
favorites. As an artist (something I used to be
afraid to say) Nina has inspired and uplifted my
soul in so many ways. Particularly with her
unapologetic and brave spirit to not only reflect
the times through her art but reflect and express
her culture and herself; that is what I admire most
about this beautiful queen. Even through her
greatness and genius, one can also sort of see the
inner sadness that lies in her eyes. I hope that as
an ancestor today, she’s free & happy. We love
you Ms. Nina Simone.

Ms. Farah S. Jeune

Favorite Quote: “It’s an artist duty to reflect
the times.” (Nina Simone)

Maria W. Stewart
by TiElla Grimes

Maria W. Stewart (Born Maria Miller) Born in
1803 (Birthday Unknown) in Hartford,
Connecticut was the first African American
woman journalist who advocated for
women’s right and the abolition of slavery.
She was the first woman of any race to
deliver public lectures on political themes
and leave behind published copies of her
speeches. Her public lectures urged Black
men and women to fight against political and
economic exploitation by developing their
own institutions within their communities.
She voiced it is imperative that Black men
and women establish their own businesses,
schools, banks, churches, etc. She was giving
public lectures during a time where it was
forbidden for women to speak in public
especially on issues related to politics and
race.
Maria began fighting Black oppression
through teaching, writing and speaking. To
her, using those platforms to bring
awareness to issues important to her was
relentless. I share this same passion as Maria!
I admire that she spoke her truth and am
highly in awe that she continued to deliver
lectures despite the criticism and backlash
she faced because she was a woman—
th
specifically a black woman. During the 19
century and before slavery was emancipated,
she was up North giving speeches on topics

that focused on liberating
Black people. To speak on
issues of freedom (physical,
economic, education, etc.)
during that time required
courage, faith and more
courage.
It is imperative to embrace the
essence of who you are and stand in your
truth. The society we live in will place many
labels upon you before you even exit the
womb. Those labels do not define who you
are—it is not a representation of your true
authentic self. It is important to honor your
voice, honor your story and to not internalize
the perceptions of other people about who
they think you are. It is vital to your existence
to have the courage to stand in your truth
and create your own path rather than follow
the path you think others want you to be on.
Most importantly, never be afraid to fail.
Failing is only an opportunity in disguise. It is
those moments that you gain a new
perspective about how to do it better the
next time. Appreciate the journey along the
way to your destination.
Famous quote said by Maria W. Stewart
“Talk without effort is nothing.”
“Am I not a woman and a sister?”
“Be content to stand in the light and let the
shadow fall where it will.”

Ms. TiElla Grimes
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Lets Honor
Carrie Mae
Weems
by Dalhia A. Frederick

Carrie Mae Weems (born April 20, 1953) in
Portland, Oregan is an African American
artist who is best known for her work in the
field of photography. Weems uses casual
forms- jokes, songs, and rebukes in vivid
visual series that analyze prejudice, malicious
views and stereotypes. Her award-winning
photographs, films, and videos have been
displayed in over 50 exhibitions in the United
States and abroad. Her focus on serious
issues that African Americans face today,
such as racism, gender relations, politics, and
personal identity over the past 30+ years is
why I think she is important to our history.
In the midst of her work, she has received
many honorary degrees from prestige
universities like Colgate University (2007) and
California College of the Arts (2001). She has
held multiple exhibits at University of
Massachusetts—Amherst featuring her
photography.
Her awards include but are not limited to:
The B.E.T. Visual Arts Award (2014);
MacArthur Fellowship (2013); Anonymous
Was a Woman Award (2007); Skowhegan
Medal for Photography (2007); Rome Prize
Fellowship (2006); and the Pollack-Krasner
Foundation Grant in Photography (2002);
among others. Weems’s work has appeared
in major exhibitions at Savannah College of
Art and Design (2008); W. E. B. Du Bois
Institute for African and African American
Research, Harvard University (2007);
Williams College Museum of Art,
Williamstown (2000); and Whitney Museum
of American Art, New York (1998); among
others. Carrie Mae Weems lives and works in
Syracuse, New York.
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reading this is probably thinking “Film
Photography in 2016”. Yes film photography,
there is an unknowing and mystery behind
the gritty development that I have grown to
love.
After viewing some of Carrie’s work
specifically “The Kitchen Table Series” form
1990. I feel her photographic view of a single
area where she stages scenes of "the battle
around the family". The images are
presented in black and white with pictures
that include her in relationships—scenes with
friends and lovers, being a parent and her
child. It speaks values without words that
many pictures today still represent. I just
happened to fall in love with this collection
first.
As an amateur photographer that hates to
edit; which is totally different from my innate
want to always present something perfect. I
find that film even with the possibility to
fine-tune a jpeg, makes me think more about
what I want to capture before the creation is
imprinted on film. Over the shoot now, think
later effect I tend to get with my digit shots.
Plus film and development can get pricey;
you don’t have the element of taking 100+
still shots and creating something from
there. Plus it forces you to learn your camera.

WHEN ASKED WHAT HE WANTS TO BE WHEN
HE GROWS UP, THE BLACK BOY SAYS,"I WANT
TO BE A WHITE MAN
CAUSE MY MAMA SAY, 'A NIGGER AIN'T SHIT.'"
-Carrie Mae Weems

Secondly, most of us live in color and
sometimes taking a step back from that and
letting the viewer interpret the image for
themselves is more valuable. I love to create
another element of depth that isn’t there
sometimes when you add color to an image.
The most important thing that I feel young
women can gain from her contributions was
said best by Carrie herself. At the 2014 B.E.T.
Awards while, she accepting the Visual Arts
Award she said: “I am a visual artist whose
work for the most part resides, out of the
spot light, often in the shadows.” Go
“beyond the bounds of popular culture”,
going “outside the norm into smaller
spaces”, with the likes of others to discover
the likes within.

She has said, "Let me say that my primary
concern in art, as in politics, is with the status
and place of Afro-Americans in our
country."[1] More recently however, she
expressed that “Black experience is not really
the main point; rather, complex,
dimensional, human experience and social
inclusion ... is the real point.” [2]

In many words, what I believed she was
saying is, too many of us are trying to go
beyond our natural selves trying to be the
next LeBron or Beyoncé, not to say that isn’t
great. Honor and explore your own authentic
self and let that manifest into something
greater than the norm, because at some
point it will touch someone and move others
besides yourself.

Carrie and her images have ultimately made
me evaluate my desire for photography, as
well as developing my love for black and
white film photography. I know anyone

Famous quote: “to be an artist is often to be
incredibly self-centered living inside of one’s
own imagination for vast amounts of time.”

Carrie Mae Weems

The Kitchen Table Series

[1] "rebekahfilms.org". rebekahfilms.org. Retrieved 2013-09-25.
[2] Daniel Tidwell. "nashvillearts.com". nashvillearts.com. Retrieved 2013-11-12.
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Ntozake Shange In
History
by Juliet A. Ramirez

Ntozake Shange, born Paulette L. Williams on
October 18, 1948, In Tenton, NJ, has blessed
the world with her knowledge, writing and gift
of storytelling. Best known for her
award‐winning Choreopoem, For colored girls
who have considered suicide when the
rainbow is enuf (1976), Shange has produced
and published several forms of writing such as
Sassafrass, Cypress & Indigo (1982), Nappy
Edges (1978), Spell #7 (1979), and many more.
Her writings represented the
inter‐generational stories of black women,
children and families living in the times.
I admire everything about Ntozake Shange! I
was first introduced to Ntozake Shange’s work
my senior in High School by my teacher
Cynthia Mothersil. That was the first time I
came across For colored girls who have
considered suicide when the rainbow is enuf
and have been hooked ever since. I had the
honor of getting closer to the text when I
directed the choreopoem for the first time in
2014.
It was because of Shange, I was inspired to
create a sisterhood circle, now known as
I’Naru Productions with women from the
Merrimack Valley, Boston, and LondonDerry
NH.

Coming from the Bronx, NY myself and
living in Lawrence, MA has been a huge
transition. But Goddess Shange has come
to the rescue by helping me create a
community through healing and arts
through her work.
Celebrate all pieces of you. Being a Black
woman is truly a blessing, even if our daily
experiences are clouded with oppression and
hardship. We are resilient, CREATORS and
most importantly beautiful. Shange
(Paulette at the time) herself tried to commit
suicide after being depressed over her short
term marriage (she married during her first
year of college). In part of the healing
process and coming to terms with her
depression, she changed her name to
Ntozake which means “she who had her own
things” in Xhosa and Shange which means
“he/she who walks/lives with lions” in Zulu.
Taking ownership of one’s life and identity is
an important message young women can
take away from Shange.
●

●

●

“Where there is a woman there is magic. If
there is a moon falling from her mouth, she is
a woman who knows her magic, who can
share or not share her powers. A woman with
moon falling from her mouth, roses between
her legs and tiaras of Spanish moss, this
woman is a consort of the spirits.”

Photo Source: https://s-media-cacheak0.pinimg.com/236x/71/c4/e1/71c4e1e849903
29581dc2e2994d09601.jpg

- Ntozake Shange from Sassafrass, Cypress and Indigo
●

●

●

Special Event
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Audre Lorde

SisterSEEDZ: S.W.I.F.T. Trivia
o It always “feels good” listening to this artist, activist…
___________________________
o It is Our Duty to fight; it is Our Duty to Win! Freedom Warrior…
____________________________
o Known as the “Human Computer”, Mathematician, worked at NASA…
____________________________
o Spinning on the1’s & 2’s paved her creation of BlackGirlsRock….
____________________________
o I treat this like my thesis-well written topic-broken down into pieces…
____________________________
o Never believe that the rich will allow you to vote away their wealth…
____________________________
o Dynamic collective of Sistah writers creating…elevating Voice and Pen
____________________________
o

First Black woman journalist who advocated for women's rights and abolition of
slavery.
____________________________

o "Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, I am the dream and the hope of the
slave."
____________________________
o The first lady lawyer, writer and wife to represent women of color in the oval
office.
____________________________
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Release !!!

Friday

Thursday

Saturday

4

5

11

12

Sexual Health
and Relat. at
Hibernian Hall
(5:30 pm – 8:30pm)

13

14

15

16

21

22

23

24

Spring Begins

27

19

St. Patrick’s Day

Daylight Savings

20

18

17

25
Good Friday

28

29

30

31

Easter

Trivia Answers : 1.Nina Simone, 2.Assata Shakur,3.Katherine Johnson, 4.Beverly Bond,5.Lauryn Hill, 6.Lucy Parsos, 7.SWIFT Movement,8.Martha W. Stewart(1803-1879), 9.Maya Angelou, Still I Rise, 10. Michelle L. Obama.
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